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ON THE TORSION ANOMALOUS CONJECTURE
IN CM ABELIAN VARIETIES

SARA CHECCOLI AND EVELINA VIADA

The torsion anomalous conjecture (TAC) states that a subvariety V of an
abelian variety A has only finitely many maximal torsion anomalous subva-
rieties. In this work we prove, with an effective method, some cases of the
TAC when the ambient variety A has CM, generalising our previous results
in products of CM elliptic curves. When V is a curve, we give new results
and we deduce some implications on the effective Mordell–Lang conjecture.

1. Introduction

Let A be an abelian variety embedded in the projective space and let V be a proper
subvariety of A. Assume that both A and V are defined over the algebraic numbers.

Definition 1.1. The variety V is a translate (resp. a torsion variety) if it is a finite
union of translates of proper algebraic subgroups by points (resp. by torsion points).

V is transverse (resp. weak-transverse) in A if V is irreducible and V is not
contained in any translate (resp. in any torsion subvariety) of A.

It is a classical problem in diophantine geometry to investigate the relationship
between the above geometrical definitions and the arithmetical properties of the
variety V . In this direction, there are several celebrated theorems, such as the
Manin–Mumford, Mordell–Lang and Bogomolov conjectures.

Recently E. Bombieri, D. Masser and U. Zannier [Bombieri et al. 2007] suggested
a new approach to this kind of investigation, introducing in particular the notion of
torsion anomalous intersections.

Definition 1.2. An irreducible subvariety Y of V is V -torsion anomalous if:

- Y is an irreducible component of V \ .B C �/, with B C � an irreducible
torsion variety.

- The dimension of Y is larger than expected; i.e.,

codim Y < codim V C codim B:
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The variety BC � is minimal for Y if, in addition, it has minimal dimension.
The relative codimension of Y is the codimension of Y in such a minimal BC �.

We say that Y is maximal if it is not contained in any V -torsion anomalous
variety of strictly larger dimension.

In [Bombieri et al. 2007], the authors formulate several conjectures. We state
here one natural variant.

Conjecture 1.3 (TAC, torsion anomalous conjecture). For any algebraic subvari-
ety V of a (semi)abelian variety, there are only finitely many maximal V -torsion
anomalous varieties.

The TAC is well known to have several important consequences. It implies, for
instance, the Manin–Mumford and the Mordell–Lang conjectures; it is also related
to model theory by the work of B. Zilber and to algebraic dynamics by the recent
work of J. H. Silverman and P. Morton. In addition, R. Pink generalised it to mixed
Shimura varieties.

Only a few cases of the TAC are known: Viada [2008] proved it for curves in
a product of elliptic curves, Maurin [2008] for curves in a torus, Bombieri et al.
[2007] for varieties of codimension 2 in a torus. Habegger [2008] gave related
results under some stronger assumptions on V .

In [Checcoli et al. 2014], we prove an effective TAC for maximal V -torsion
anomalous varieties of relative codimension 1 in a product of CM elliptic curves.
Our bounds are explicit and uniform in their dependence on V . As an immediate
corollary, we prove the TAC for varieties of codimension 2, obtaining an elliptic
analogue of the toric result in [Bombieri et al. 2007]. In the present work, we
generalise our results to CM abelian varieties. In [Checcoli et al. 2014], we also
point out interesting relations between this kind of theorem and other relevant
conjectures, such as the Zilber–Pink conjecture and the above-mentioned ones.

Let A� Pm be an abelian variety with CM defined over a number field k and
let ktor be the field of definition of the torsion points of A. Let A be isogenous to
a product of simple abelian varieties of dimension at most g. For a point x 2 A,
we denote by Oh.x/ its canonical Néron–Tate height. For a subvariety V �A, we
denote by h.V / its normalised height and by ktor.V / its field of definition over
ktor (see Section 2). By� we denote an inequality up to a multiplicative constant
depending on A. Our main result is the following:

Theorem 1.4. Let V � A be a weak-transverse subvariety of codimension > g.
Then there are only finitely many maximal V -torsion anomalous subvarieties Y of
relative codimension 1.

Effective version: More precisely, if BC � is minimal for Y , then for any positive
real �, there exist constants depending only on A and � such that:
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(1) If Y is not a translate, then

deg B�� .h.V /C deg V /codim BC�;

h.Y /�� .h.V /C deg V /codim BC�;

deg Y �� deg V .h.V /C deg V /codim B�1C�:

(2) If Y is a point, then

deg B��

�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

�codim BC�
;

Oh.Y /�� .h.V /C deg V /codim BC�Œktor.V / W ktor�
codim B�1C�;

Œktor.Y / W ktor��� deg V Œktor.V / W ktor�
codim BC�.h.V /C deg V /codim B�1C�:

(3) If Y is a translate of positive dimension, then

deg B��

�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

�codim BC�
;

h.Y /�� .h.V /C deg V /codim BC�Œktor.V / W ktor�
codim B�1C�;

deg Y �� deg V
�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

�codim B�1C�
:

In addition, the torsion points � belong to a finite set of cardinality effectively
bounded in terms of deg V , deg B and constants depending only on A.

This theorem can be reformulated in the context of several other well-known
conjectures, as explained in the introduction of [Checcoli et al. 2014].

The proof of Theorem 1.4 is split into two sections, depending on whether Y

is a translate or not: in Section 4 we prove part (1) and in Section 5 we prove parts
(2) and (3).

The main ingredients (see Section 2.3) needed for the proof of Theorem 1.4
are Zhang’s inequality, the arithmetic Bézout theorem by P. Philippon, our sharp
Bogomolov-type bound proved in [Checcoli et al. 2012], and the relative Lehmer
estimate by M. Carrizosa. As usual, the CM hypothesis is due to the use of a
Lehmer bound, known only for CM varieties. This result is only needed when Y is
a translate, while case (1) of Theorem 1.4 holds with the weaker assumption that A

has a positive density of ordinary primes, as required to apply a Bogomolov-type
bound (see [Galateau 2010, p. 779]). In particular, our method could treat the
case of general abelian varieties, if the Lehmer- and Bogomolov-type bounds were
known in such generality.

In Theorem 1.5, proved in Section 6, we expand our method in order to get
some new effective results for curves in abelian varieties. This is particularly
relevant, as bounds for the height in weak-transverse curves are hard to obtain. For
instance, such bounds allow us to deduce some cases of the effective Mordell–Lang
conjecture, stated in Corollary 1.6. The two classical approaches to the effective
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Mordell–Lang conjecture in abelian varieties are the Chabauty–Coleman and the
Manin–Demjanenko methods. These methods require hypotheses that are similar to
ours, but our result is of easier application and more explicit. Finally in Section 7,
we give some generalisations to varieties in abelian varieties.

In particular we prove the following results. We fix an isogeny of the CM
abelian variety A to the product

Q`
iD1 A

ei

i of nonisogenous simple factors Ai of
dimension gi . Since isogenies preserve finiteness, without loss of generality, we
identify A with

Q`
iD1 A

ei

i . If H � A is a subgroup, then H D H1 � � � � �H`,
where Hi �A

ei

i is isogenous to A
fi

i for some fi � ei ; therefore the matrix of the
coefficients of the forms defining H has the structure of a block diagonal matrix
with entries in the endomorphism ring of the corresponding varieties. We can now
state our effective result for weak-transverse curves, which is an example for the
effective Zilber–Pink conjecture.

Theorem 1.5. Let C �AD
Q`

iD1 A
ei

i be a weak-transverse curve. Then the set

S.C /D C \

� [
H2F

H

�
is a set of bounded Néron–Tate height, where F is the family of all subgroups
H D

Q`
iD1 Hi �A such that

codim Hj > gj dim Hj

for at least one index j (here codim Hj is the codimension of Hj in A
ej

j ).
More precisely, if Y 2 C \H , then for any real � > 0, there exists a constant,

depending only on A and �, such that

Oh.Y /�� .h.C /C deg C /
codim Hj

codim Hj�gj dim Hj
C�
Œktor.C / W ktor�

gj dim Hj
codim Hj�gj dim Hj

C�
:

To prove Theorem 1.5 we first work in the projection on the j -th factor of A,
and then we lift the construction to the variety A.

As an immediate consequence, we deduce the following corollary (proved in
Section 6.1).

Let � be a subgroup of AD
Q`

iD1 A
ei

i . Assume that the group � i <Ai generated
by the coordinates of the projections of � on the factors A

ei

i is an End.Ai/-module
of rank ti .

Corollary 1.6. Let A be a CM abelian variety and let C be a weak-transverse
curve in A. Let � be a subgroup as above, and suppose that tj < ej=.gj C 1/ for
some index j . Then, for any positive �, there exists a constant depending only on A
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and �, such that the set C \� has Néron–Tate height bounded as

Oh.C \�/�� .h.C /C deg C /
ej�tj

ej�.gjC1/tj
C�
Œktor.C / W ktor�

gj tj
ej�.gjC1/tj

C�
:

We remark that the corollary applies also to some � of infinite rank; indeed, we
only assume that the rank on one projection is small (see Remark 6.1).

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Height and subgroups. We assume that all varieties are defined over the field
of algebraic numbers.

Let A be an abelian variety with CM. We fix, up to an isogeny, a decomposition
of A D

Q`
iD1 A

ei

i in simple factors of dimension dim Ai D gi . We consider an
embedding iL of A in Pm given by a symmetric ample line bundle L on A. Heights
and degrees corresponding to L are computed via iL. More precisely, the degree of
a subvariety of A is the degree of its image under iL; OhD OhL is the L-canonical
Néron–Tate height of a point in A, and h is the normalised height of a subvariety
of A as defined, for instance, in [Philippon 1991]. Notice that if x 2A is a point,
then Oh.x/D h.x/.

By Lemma 2.2 in [Masser and Wüstholz 1993], if A is an abelian variety defined
over a number field k, then every abelian subvariety of A is defined over a finite
extension of k of degree bounded by 316.dim A/4 ; thus, without loss of generality,
we assume that all abelian subvarieties of A are defined over k.

Let BC� be an irreducible torsion variety of A. Then B DB1�� � ��Bl , where
Bi �A

ei

i is isogenous to A
fi

i for some integer 0� fi � ei .
There exists a natural correspondence between abelian subvarieties B of A,

morphisms from A to
Q`

iD1 A
ei�fi

i , and matrices made of ` blocks where the
i-th block is an .ei � fi/ � ei-matrix with entries in the endomorphism ring of
Ai . For details on such a correspondence see, for instance, [Checcoli et al. 2012,
Section 2.5]. In short, the abelian subvariety B defines the projection morphism
�B W A ! A=B. The successive minima of B give a matrix HB of the above
type. By multiplication on the left, the matrix HB gives a morphism ˆB from A toQ`

iD1 A
ei�fi

i , where B is the zero component of kerˆB .
By Minkowski’s theorem, deg B is (up to constants depending only on A) the

product of the squares of the norms of the rows of HB . In addition, B is the zero
component of the zero set of the forms h1; : : : ; hr corresponding to the rows of HB .
We order the hi by increasing degrees di so that

d1 � � � dr � deg.BC �/� d1 � � � dr :
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We also recall that, from [Masser and Wüstholz 1993, Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4],
if B is an abelian subvariety of A and B? is its orthogonal complement, then
deg B?� deg B, and therefore #.B \B?/� .deg B/2.

2.2. Torsion anomalous varieties. We recall some preliminary lemmas on torsion
anomalous varieties used for our geometric constructions in the following sections.

Lemma 2.1 [Checcoli et al. 2014, Lemma 3.5]. Let Y be a maximal V -torsion
anomalous variety and let B C � be minimal for Y . Then Y is weak-transverse
in BC � (i.e., Y is not contained in any proper torsion subvariety of BC �).

Lemma 2.2 [Checcoli et al. 2014, Lemma 3.6]. Let Y be a maximal V -torsion
anomalous variety, and let B C � be minimal for Y . Then Y is a component of
V \.B0C�/ for every algebraic subgroup B0�B with codim B0� dim V �dim Y .

The following lemma is due to Philippon [2012] and to certain properties of
orthogonality in the Mordell–Weil groups studied by D. Bertrand [1986].

We recall that the essential minimum of a subvariety X �A is defined as

�.X /D sup
˚
�2 R

ˇ̌
fx 2X.Q/ j Oh.x/� �g is nondense in X

	
:

Lemma 2.3. Let H CY0 be a weak-transverse translate in A, with Y0 a point in
the orthogonal complement H? of H . Then �.Y0/D �.H CY0/.

We conclude with a remark on translations by torsion points.

Remark 2.4. Notice that, for any subvariety X of A, translations by a torsion point �
leave invariant the degree, the field of definition over ktor and the normalised height
of X (see also [Philippon 1991, Proposition 9]). In addition, if Y � V \ .BC �/

is V -torsion anomalous, then Y � � � .V � �/\B is .V � �/-torsion anomalous.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can work in V or in V � � with the
advantage, in the latter case, that B is an abelian subvariety.

2.3. Main ingredients. We recall here the main ingredients used in the proof of
Theorem 1.4.

2.3.1. The Zhang estimate. The theorem below follows from the crucial result
in Zhang’s proof [1998] of the Bogomolov conjecture and from the definition of
normalised height.

Theorem 2.5. Let X �A be an irreducible subvariety.
Then

�.X /�
h.X /

deg X
� .1C dim X /�.X /:
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2.3.2. The arithmetic Bézout theorem. The following version of the arithmetic
Bézout theorem is due to Philippon [1995].

Theorem 2.6. Let X and Y be irreducible subvarieties of the projective space Pn

defined over Q; let Z1; : : : ;Zg be the irreducible components of X \Y . Then

gX
iD1

h.Zi/� deg X h.Y /C deg Y h.X /C c.n/ deg X deg Y;

where c.n/ is a constant depending only on n.

2.3.3. An effective Bogomolov estimate. The following sharp Bogomolov bound is
proved by [Checcoli et al. 2012] and generalises a result of A. Galateau [2010].

Theorem 2.7 (Checcoli, Veneziano, Viada). Let A be an abelian variety with a
positive density of ordinary primes, and let Y be an irreducible subvariety of A

transverse in a translate B C p. Then, for any � > 0, there exists a positive
constant c1 depending on A and �, such that

�.Y /� c1

.deg B/1=.dim B�dim Y /��

.deg Y /1=.dim B�dim Y /C�
:

2.3.4. A relative Lehmer estimate. The following Lehmer bound is proved in [Car-
rizosa 2009].

Theorem 2.8. Let A be an abelian variety with CM defined over a number field k,
and let ktor be the field of definition of all torsion points of A. Let P be a point
of infinite order in A, and let BC � be the torsion variety of minimal dimension
containing P , with B an abelian subvariety and � a torsion point. Then for every
� > 0, there exists a positive constant c2 depending on A and �, such that

Oh.P /� c2

.deg B/1=dim B��

Œktor.P / W ktor�1=dim BC�
:

3. Finitely many maximal V -torsion anomalous varieties in V \ .B C TorA/

Let V be a weak-transverse variety in an abelian variety A. Let us fix an abelian
subvariety B of A. In [Checcoli et al. 2014, Lemma 3.9] we proved that there
are only finitely many � 2 TorB? such that V \ .BC �/ has a maximal V -torsion
anomalous component. In this section we prove that the number of such � is
effectively bounded in terms of deg V , deg B and some constants depending on A

(Proposition 3.5). We thank the referee for pointing out the effectivity question and
for his useful comments.

The proof of such an effective result is based on an induction on the dimension
of V , on Rémond’s quantitative version of the Manin–Mumford conjecture [2000]
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and on the effective bound for the degree of the maximal translates in a variety
implied, for instance, by a result of Bombieri and Zannier [1996]. We first recall
these results and some other well-known bounds.

Recall that A is an abelian variety and L is a symmetric ample line bundle
on A. We denote by h1.A/ the projective height of the zero of A in the embedding
associated with L˝16 (as defined in [David and Philippon 2002, Notation 3.2]) and
by dA the degree of the field of definition of A. If G is an abelian subvariety of A

or a quotient of A, then h1.G/ is bounded in terms of h1.A/, deg A, dim A and
deg G (see [ibid., Proposition 3.9]).

Moreover, in several works, Masser and Wüstholz and then other authors proved
that for any abelian subvariety G of A, the degree of the field of definition of G is
at most 316.dim A/4dA (see [Masser and Wüstholz 1993, Lemma 2.2]). Below, we
sum up these bounds.

Estimate 3.1. If G is an abelian subvariety of A or a quotient of A, then

� dG is bounded in terms of dA and dim A;

� h1.G/ is bounded in terms of h1.A/, deg A, dim A and deg G.

For simplicity, in what follows we shall denote by c.A/ any constant depending
on dim A; dA; h1.A/ and deg A.

We recall the following consequence of Rémond’s result [2000, Theorem 1.2].

Estimate 3.2. The number of irreducible components of the closure of the torsion
of a weak-transverse variety V in an abelian variety A is effectively bounded as

c.A/.deg V /.dim A/5.dim VC1/2

:

Following the work of Rémond [2000, Theorem 2.1] and the results in [David
and Philippon 2002] one sees that if G is an abelian subvariety of A or a quotient
of A, then the corresponding constant c.G/ appearing in Estimate 3.2 is bounded
only in terms of dim A; dA; h1.A/, deg A and deg G.

In our previous joint work with F. Veneziano [Checcoli et al. 2014, Lemma 7.4],
we gave an explicit version of a corollary of Lemma 2 in [Bombieri and Zannier
1996]. This is a bound for the degree of the maximal translates contained in a
variety, and so in particular for the degree of each component of the closure of the
torsion. More precisely:

Estimate 3.3. If V is weak-transverse in an abelian variety A, then the maximal
translates contained in V have degree bounded by c.A/.deg V /2

dim V

.

Notice that if � is a torsion point such that V \.BC�/ has a V -torsion anomalous
component, then all the points in �C .B \B?/ share the same property. Indeed
BC � D BC �C .B \B?/. Clearly, we shall avoid such a redundancy and work
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up to points in B \B?. Nevertheless, jB \B?j � .deg B/2. This makes the
following definition consistent.

Definition 3.4. Let B be an abelian subvariety of an abelian variety A. Let V be
a weak-transverse subvariety of A. We denote by ZV;A the set of torsion points
� 2 B?=B \ B? such that V \ .B C �/ has a maximal V -torsion anomalous
component Y� .

We point out that the set ZV;A also depends on B. However, in our proof B is fixed,
while V and A vary. To simplify the notation we only indicate the dependence
on V and A.

In the following proposition we estimate the number of points in ZV;A. The
number of maximal V -torsion anomalous components in V \ .BCTorA/ is clearly
estimated by jZV;Aj deg V deg B.

Proposition 3.5. Let B be an abelian subvariety of an abelian variety A. Let V be
weak-transverse in A. Then the cardinality of ZV;A is effectively bounded in terms
of deg V; deg B and constants depending only on dim A; h1.A/; dA and deg A.

Proof. Consider the projection

�B WA!A=B:

We recall that the degree of the image via �B of a variety X �A and the degree
of the preimage via �B of a variety X �A=B only depend on deg X , deg B and
deg A. In particular, deg�B.V / is bounded in terms of deg V , deg B, and deg A

and deg A=B is bounded in terms of deg B and deg A.
The proof of our proposition is done by induction on the dimension of V .
The base of our induction is the case of a curve, i.e., dim V D 1. Then �B.V /

is a weak-transverse curve in A=B because V is weak-transverse in A. Moreover
the points of ZV;A map to torsion points of �B.V /. The number of torsion points
of �B.V / is estimated using Estimate 3.2. Their preimage, which contains ZV;A,
then has cardinality effectively bounded in terms of deg V , deg B and c.A/.

Suppose by inductive hypothesis that the proposition holds for every variety V

with dim V < n. We then show that it holds for V of dimension n.
To prove our result, we are going to partition ZV;A into a finite union of subsets

ZX associated with irreducible subvarieties X of V of dimension < n. We then
verify that such varieties X satisfy the assumption of the proposition; by the
inductive hypothesis, we deduce that the cardinalities jZX j are effectively bounded
in terms of deg V , deg B and c.A/.

Denote by f W V !A=B the restriction of �B to V .
If f is dominant, then the generic fibre Fp D V \ .BC Qp/ has dimension

(1) dim Fp D dim V� codim B;
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where p belongs to an open subset of A=B and f . Qp/ D p. The dimensional
equation (1) shows that the generic fibre is not anomalous. Consider the subset V�
of A=B given by all points that do not have generic fibre. By the fibre dimension
theorem (see, for instance, [Shafarevich 1972, Section 6.3, Theorem 7]), this is a
proper closed subset of �B.V / and its degree is effectively bounded in terms of
deg V , deg B and c.A/. Note that the image of ZV;A via �B is a subset of the
torsion of V� ; indeed the fibre of a point in �B.ZV;A/ is torsion anomalous and
therefore does not satisfy the equality (1).

If f is not dominant, then set V� D �B.V /. Clearly, ZV;A is a subset of the
torsion of V� .

Note that in both cases

(a) deg V� is bounded in terms of deg V , deg B and c.A/.

Let T1; : : : ;Tr be the isolated components of the closure of the torsion of V�
intersecting �B.ZV;A/. Clearly

ZV;A D

r[
iD1

.��1
B .Ti/\ZV;A/

and

jZV;Aj D

rX
iD1

ˇ̌
��1

B .Ti/\ZV;A

ˇ̌
:

From Estimate 3.2 and (a), the number r is effectively bounded in terms of deg V ,
deg B, deg A and c.A/. Thus we shall prove that, for every 1� i � r , the cardinality
j.��1

B
.Ti/\ZV;A/j is effectively bounded in terms of deg V; deg B and c.A/.

Let T be one of the above components. Define

W D ��1
B .T /\V:

We have that:

(i) deg W is bounded in terms of deg V , deg B and deg A. Indeed, by Bézout’s
theorem, deg W � deg��1

B
.T / deg V . By Estimate 3.3, deg T is bounded in

terms of the degree and the dimension of V� and thus, by (a), in terms of
deg B, deg V and c.A/.

(ii) dim W < n because V is weak-transverse in A and so it is not contained
in ��1

B
.T /.

(iii) For � 2 ��1
B
.T /\ZV;A, each maximal V -torsion anomalous component Y�

of V \ .BC �/ is contained in W ; indeed, �B.Y�/D �B.�/ 2 T .

By (iii), the variety W contains all the Y� that we are counting; however, W is not
necessarily irreducible. Therefore we cannot hope to use the inductive hypothesis
on W and we have to consider its irreducible components.
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Let X1; : : : ;Xs be the irreducible components of W . For � 2 ��1
B
.T /\ZV;A,

we denote by Y� any maximal V -torsion anomalous component of V \ .BC �/.
By (iii), clearly each Y� is contained in some Xi . We are going to count the number
of Y� contained in each Xi .

Denote

ZXj
D
˚
� 2 ��1

B .T /\ZV;A jXj contains some Y�
	
=.B \B?/:

Then

��1
B .T /\ZV;A D

s[
jD1

ZXj
:

The number s of irreducible components of W is bounded by deg W . Thus,
by (i), s is effectively bounded only in terms of deg V , deg B and c.A/.

To conclude our proof we are left to bound in an effective way the cardinality
of each ZX for X running over all irreducible components of W .

If X does not contain any Y� , then jZX j D 0.
If X D Y�0

for some �0 2ZV;A, then jZX j D 1.
Suppose that X strictly contains Y�0

for some �0 2 ZV;A. In this case we are
going to show that jZX j � jZX��0;�

�1
B
.T /��0

j. Applying the inductive hypothesis,
we estimate jZX��0;�

�1
B
.T /��0

j in terms of deg V , deg B and c.A/.

We first verify that X��0 in ��1
B
.T /��0 satisfies the assumption of the inductive

hypothesis, that is, the assumption of the proposition with dim X < n. Observe that
we need to translate by �0 in order to obtain ambient varieties which are abelian
varieties.

� The variety ��1
B
.T /� �0 is an abelian variety containing B. Indeed BC �0

is a subvariety of ��1
B
.T /, and �0 2 ��1

B
.T /.

� The variety X � �0 is weak-transverse in ��1
B
.T / � �0. Equivalently, by

Remark 2.4, we show that X is weak-transverse in ��1
B
.T /. Since Y�0

is a max-
imal V -torsion anomalous variety and X strictly contains Y�0

, then X cannot
be V -torsion anomalous. Recall that X is a component of V \��1

B
.T /. Thus

(2) dim��1
B .T /� dim X D dim A� dim V:

If X was not weak-transverse in ��1
B
.T /, then X �B1\V with B1¨��1

B
.T /

a torsion variety. This contradicts relation (2).

� By (ii), dim X � dim W < n.

Thus, by inductive hypothesis, we get that

jZX��0;�
�1
B
.T /��0

j is effectively bounded in terms of deg X; deg B; c.��1
B .T //:
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We now show that by our construction deg X and c.��1
B
.T // only depend on

deg V , deg B and A.

� By (i), deg X � deg W is effectively bounded in terms of deg V , deg B

and c.A/.

� By Estimate 3.2, we know that deg T is effectively bounded in terms of deg V�
and dim V . Moreover, by (a), deg V� is bounded in terms of deg V , deg B

and c.A/. Finally, Estimate 3.1 ensures that h1.�
�1
B
.T // and d��1

B
.T / are

effectively bounded in terms of deg V , deg B and c.A/.

Therefore,

jZX��0;�
�1
B
.T /��0

j is effectively bounded in terms of deg V; deg B and c.A/:

We finally prove that

jZX j � jZX��0;�
�1
B
.T /��0

j:

We shall show that for every maximal V -torsion anomalous variety Y� � X , the
variety Y� � �0 is a maximal .X � �0/-torsion anomalous variety in ��1.T /� �0.

Clearly Y� � �0 � .X � �0/\ .BC � � �0/. Since Y� is V -torsion anomalous
we have

dim B � dim Y� < dim A� dim V:

From this and (2) we obtain

dim B � dim Y� < dim A� dim V D dim��1
B .T /� dim X:

Thus Y� � �0 is a .X � �0/-torsion anomalous variety.
In addition, Y� � �0 is maximal: let Y 0 � Y� � �0 be a maximal .X � �0/-torsion

anomalous variety and let B0C �0 be minimal for Y 0. From (2), we have

dim B0� dim Y 0 < dim��1
B .T /� dim X D dim A� dim V:

Thus Y 0C �0 � V \ .B0C �0C �0/ is V -torsion anomalous and contains Y� . The
maximality of Y� as V -torsion anomalous implies Y 0C �0 D Y� .

In conclusion, collecting all our bounds, we have proven that jZV;Aj is effectively
bounded in terms of deg V , deg B and c.A/. �

4. Nontranslate torsion anomalous varieties

Proof of Theorem 1.4, part (1). Let Y be a maximal V -torsion anomalous variety
which is not a translate, and so of positive dimension. Let BC � be minimal for Y .
We use the arithmetic Bézout theorem and the Bogomolov bound to prove that deg B

is bounded only in terms of V and A, then we deduce the bounds for h.Y / and deg Y .
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By Lemma 2.1, Y is weak-transverse in B C �, and by assumption dim B D

dim Y C 1; therefore, Y is transverse in BC �. Applying the Bogomolov estimate
(Theorem 2.7) to Y in BC �, we get

(3)
.deg B/1��

.deg Y /1C�
�� �.Y /:

Let h1; : : : ; hr be the forms of increasing degrees di such that B C � is a
component of their zero set. We have that r � codim B � rg and

(4) d1 � � � dr � deg.BC �/D deg B� d1 � � � dr :

Consider the algebraic subgroup given by the first h1 � � � hr�1 forms, and let B0

be one of its irreducible components containing BC �. Then by (4) we have

deg B0� d1 � � � dr�1� .deg B/.r�1/=r

and codim B0 � codim B �g.
Since codim V � g C 1 D g C dim B � dim Y , this implies that codim B0 �

dim V � dim Y , and thus, by Lemma 2.2, Y is a component of V \B0.
We apply the arithmetic Bézout theorem to V \B0 and recall that h.B0/ D 0

because B0 is a torsion variety; we get

(5) h.Y /� .h.V /C deg V / deg B0� .h.V /C deg V /.deg B/.r�1/=r :

Zhang’s inequality, with (3) and (5), gives

.deg B/1��

.deg Y /1C�
�� �.Y /� .h.V /C deg V /

.deg B/.r�1/=r

deg Y
:

Recall that Y is a component of V \ .BC �/. By Bézout’s theorem, deg Y �

deg B deg V , thus

.deg B/1���� .h.V /C deg V /.deg B/.r�1/=r .deg B deg V /�;

and therefore

.deg B/1=r�2�
�� .h.V /C deg V /.deg V /�:

For � small enough, we get

(6) deg B�� .h.V /C deg V /rC�.deg V /�I

this proves that the degree of B is bounded only in terms of V and A. Since there
are finitely many abelian subvarieties of bounded degree, applying Proposition 3.5,
we conclude that � belongs to a finite set of cardinality effectively bounded.
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The bound on the height of Y is now given by (5) and (6):

h.Y /�� .h.V /C deg V /rC�.deg V /�:

Finally, the bound on the degree is obtained from (6) and Bézout’s theorem for
the component Y of V \B0:

deg Y �� .h.V /C deg V /r�1C�.deg V /: �

5. Torsion anomalous translates

Proof of Theorem 1.4, parts (2) and (3). Let Y be a maximal V -torsion anomalous
translate with BC � minimal for Y .

We proceed to bound deg B and, in turn, the height and the degree of Y , using
the Lehmer estimate and the arithmetic Bézout theorem.

The variety BC � is a component of the torsion variety defined as the zero set
of forms h1; : : : ; hr of increasing degrees di , and

d1 � � � dr � deg B D deg.BC �/� d1 � � � dr :

We have that r � codim B � rg.
Consider the torsion variety defined as the zero set of the first r � 1 forms

h1; : : : ; hr�1, and take a connected component B0 containing B C �, so that
deg B0� d1 � � � dr�1� .deg B/.r�1/=r and codim B0 � codim B �g.

By Lemma 2.2, Y is a component of V \B0; indeed

codim B0 � codim B �g D dim A�g� dim Y � 1> dim V � dim Y � 1:

The proof is now divided in two cases, depending on dim Y . If Y has dimension
zero we use the arithmetic Bézout theorem and the Lehmer estimate; if Y DHCY0

is a translate of positive dimension, we can reduce to the zero dimensional case
using some properties of the essential minimum.

Proof of part (2). Consider first the case of a maximal torsion anomalous point Y .
All conjugates of Y over ktor.V / are components of V \ .BC �/; they all have

the same normalised height and their number is at least

Œktor.V;Y / W ktor.V /��
Œktor.Y / W ktor�

Œktor.V / W ktor�
:

We then apply the arithmetic Bézout theorem in V \B0, obtaining

(7) Œktor.Y / W ktor� Oh.Y /� .h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�.deg B/.r�1/=r :
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Applying Theorem 2.8 to Y in BC �, we obtain that, for every positive real �,

(8) Oh.Y /��
.deg B/1��

Œktor.Y / W ktor�1C�
:

Combining (8) and (7), we have

.deg B/1��

Œktor.Y / W ktor��
�� Œktor.Y / W ktor� Oh.Y /

� .h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�.deg B/.r�1/=r :

For � small enough, we obtain

(9) deg B��

�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

�rC�
Œktor.Y / W ktor�

�:

Apply now Bézout’s theorem to V \B0. All the conjugates of Y over ktor.V / are
components of this intersection, so

(10)
Œktor.Y / W ktor�

Œktor.V / W ktor�
�� .deg B/.r�1/=r .deg V /:

Substituting (9) into (10) we have the last bound of part (2) in the statement.
Finally, we apply the arithmetic Bézout theorem to V \B0 to get

Oh.Y /� .h.V /C deg V /.deg B/.r�1/=r

�� .h.V /C deg V /rC�Œktor.V / W ktor�
r�1C�:

Having bounded deg B, in view of Proposition 3.5 the points � belong to a finite
set of cardinality effectively bounded.

Proof of part (3). Assume now that Y is a translate of positive dimension and write
Y DH CY0, with H an abelian variety and Y0 a point in H?.

To bound deg B we can assume, without loss of generality, that � D 0 (see
Remark 2.4). By Lemma 2.3,

(11) �.Y0/D �.H CY0/:

Since the intersection V \B0 is defined over ktor.V /, every conjugate of HCY0

over ktor.V / is a component of V \B0; as before, such components have the same
normalised height and their number is at least

Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor�

Œktor.V / W ktor�
:

We apply the arithmetic Bézout theorem in V \B0 and we obtain

(12) h.H CY0/
Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor�

Œktor.V / W ktor�
� .h.V /C deg V /.deg B/.r�1/=r :
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By Zhang’s inequality, (11) and (12), we deduce

(13) �.Y0/�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�.deg B/.r�1/=r

Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor� deg H
:

The lower bound for �.Y0/ is derived as in the case of dimension zero.
Consider the smallest abelian subvariety H0 of B containing Y0. Clearly H0

is the irreducible component of H? \ B containing Y0. Indeed, they are both
one-dimensional abelian varieties containing the point Y0 of infinite order.

By the definition of H0, we have B DH CH0, and from [Masser and Wüstholz
1993, Lemma 1.2], we obtain

(14) #.H \H0/ deg B � deg H deg H0:

Moreover, from H \H0 �H \H?, we get

(15) #.H \H0/� #.H \H?/� .deg H /2:

Applying Theorem 2.8 to Y0 in H0 we get that, for every positive real �,

(16) �.Y0/D Oh.Y0/��
.deg H0/

1��

Œktor.Y0/ W ktor�1C�
:

We remark that

(17) Œktor.Y0/ W ktor�� Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor� � #.H \H0/

because if � is in Gal.k tor=ktor.H C Y0//, then �.Y0/ � Y0 is in H \ H0, so
Œktor.Y0/ W ktor.H CY0/�� #.H \H0/.

Combining the upper bound and the lower bound for �.Y0/ in (13) and (16), and
using also (14), (15) and (17), for � sufficiently small, we have

(18) deg B��

�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

�rC�
;

where the dependence on deg H Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor� has been removed by applying
Bézout’s theorem to the intersection V \B0.

This also gives

deg.H CY0/�� .deg V /
�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

�r�1C�
:

Finally, from (12), (18) and the trivial bound Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor�� 1, we obtain

h.H CY0/�� .h.V /C deg V /rC�Œktor.V / W ktor�
r�1C�:

Since we have bounded deg B, we can conclude from Proposition 3.5 that the
points � belong to a finite set of cardinality effectively bounded. �
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6. The case of a curve and applications to the
effective Mordell–Lang conjecture

Recall that AD
Q`

iD1 A
ei

i with Ai nonisogenous simple CM factors of dimension gi .
To prove Theorem 1.5 we essentially follow the proof of Theorem 1.4, part (2),
working first in the projection on one factor, and then lifting the construction to the
abelian variety A.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Clearly all the points in S.C / are C -torsion anomalous;
in addition, since C is a weak-transverse curve, each torsion anomalous point is
maximal.

If Y 2 S.C /, then Y 2 C \H , with H D
Q

i Hi the subgroup containing Y

which is minimal with respect to the inclusion.
Denote by Yi the projection of Y on Hi and by Ci the projection of C on A

ei

i .
Let j be one of the indices satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. Assume first
that Yj is a torsion point, and define H 0 D A

e1

1
� � � � � fYj g � � � � �A

e`

`
. Clearly

deg H 0� 1 and h.H 0/D 0. Then, applying the arithmetic Bézout theorem to Y in
C \H 0, we get Oh.Y /� .h.C /C deg C /.

Assume now that Yj is not a torsion point. Let Bj C �j be a component of Hj

containing Yj . Clearly dim Bj D dim Hj and Yj 2 Cj \ .Bj C �j / with Bj C �j
minimal for Yj . Furthermore, Yj is a component of Cj \ .Bj C �j / because Cj is
weak-transverse and, by assumption, codim Hj > gj dim Hj > 0. This ensures that
the matrix associated to Bj C �j has at least two rows, which is necessary to apply
the method.

We now sketch the proof, which follows the proof of Theorem 1.4, part (2), and
we give the relevant bounds.

The variety Bj C �j is a component of the zero set of forms h1; : : : ; hr of
increasing degrees dj with

d1 � � � dr � deg Bj D deg.Bj C �j /� d1 � � � dr ;

and we have that r D codim Bj=gj D codim Hj=gj .
Consider the torsion variety defined as the zero set of h1, and let B0j be one of

its connected components containing Bj C �j ; then deg B0j � d1� .deg Bj /
1=r D

.deg Bj /
gj =codim Bj .

From Theorem 2.8 applied to Yj in Bj C �j , for every positive real �, we get

(19) Oh.Yj /��
.deg Bj /

1=dim Bj��

Œktor.Yj / W ktor�
1=dim BjC�

:

Notice that all conjugates of Yj over ktor.Cj / are components of Cj \B0j and
they all have the same height. Applying the arithmetic Bézout theorem to Cj \B0j
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and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we have

(20) Oh.Yj /
Œktor.Yj / W ktor�

Œktor.Cj / W ktor�
� .h.Cj /C deg Cj /.deg Bj /

gj =dim Bj :

Recall that Œktor.Yj / W ktor�� 1. From (19) and (20) we get

.deg Bj /

codim Bj�gj dim Bj
codim Bj dim Bj

��

�� Œktor.Cj / W ktor�.h.Cj /C deg Cj /Œktor.Yj / W ktor�
1=dim Bj�1C�:

Since codim Bj �gj dim Bj D codim Hj �gj dim Hj � 1, for � sufficiently small
this yields

(21) deg Bj ��

�
Œktor.Cj / W ktor�.h.Cj /C deg Cj /

� codim Hj dim Hj
codim Hj�gj dim Hj

C�
;

where if dim Bj > 1, we use Œktor.Yj / W ktor� � 1, and if dim Bj D 1, we use
Œktor.Yj / W ktor�� Œktor.Cj / W ktor� deg B deg Cj .

We now lift the construction to A as follows. Define H 0DA
e1

1
�� � ��B0j�� � ��A

e`

`
.

Clearly deg H 0 � deg A deg B0j and Y is a component of C \H 0. Applying the
arithmetic Bézout theorem to C \H 0 and using (21), we obtain

(22) Oh.Y /� .h.C /Cdeg C / deg H 0� .h.C /Cdeg C /.deg Bj /
gj =dim Hj

�� .h.C /Cdeg C /
codim Hj

codim Hj�gj dim Hj
C�
Œktor.C / W ktor�

gj dim Hj
codim Hj�gj dim Hj

C�
:

�

6.1. An application to the effective Mordell–Lang conjecture.

Proof of Corollary 1.6. Let x 2C \� . Let j be an index such that ej=.gjC1/ > tj
and denote by .x1; : : : ;xej

/ the projection of x in �j .
Let 1; : : : ; tj be generators of the free part of �j . Then there exist elements

0 ¤ ak 2 End.Aj / for k D 1; : : : ; ej , an ej � tj -matrix Mj with coefficients in
End.Aj / and a torsion point � 2A

ej

j such that

.a1x1; : : : ; aej
xej
/t DMj .1; : : : ; tj /

t
C �:

If the rank of Mj is zero, then .x1; : : : ;xej
/ is a torsion point and so has height

zero.
If Mj has positive rank rj , we can choose rj equations of the system correspond-

ing to rj linearly independent rows of Mj . We use these equations to write the k

in terms of the xk and we substitute these expressions in the remaining equations.
We obtain a system of maximal rank with ej � rj � ej � tj linearly independent
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equations in the variables x1; : : : ;xej
:8̂<̂

:
m11x1C � � �Cm1ej

xej
D �1;

:::

mej�rj ;1x1C � � �Cmej�rj ;ej
xej
D �ej�rj

;

where �k 2 Aj are torsion points and mk` 2 End.Aj /. These equations define a
torsion variety Hj �A

ej

j . Since .gj C 1/tj < ej we have codim Hj > gj dim Hj .
Then x 2 C \H , where H satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.5, which gives

the bound for the height of x. �

Remark 6.1. Notice that it is possible to apply the corollary also to subgroups �
whose rank is bounded only on one projection.

For example, let E1;E2 be two elliptic curves defined over Q and such that
E1.Q/ is an abelian group of rank 1, and consider the product ADE4

1
�E2.

Let C be a weak-transverse curve in A. Consider the subgroup � DE1.Q/
4 �

E2.Q/ of A. Then � is not of finite rank, but with the notation of the corollary, we
have g1 D 1, e1 D 4, t1 D 1 and t1 < e1=.g1C 1/D 4

2
.

The hypothesis of the corollary is therefore verified, and we have that

Oh.C \�/�� .h.C /C deg C /3=2C�Œktor.C / W ktor�
1=2C�:

7. From curves to varieties

We now adapt the proof strategy of Theorem 1.4 to obtain some new results for
varieties V of dimension > 1 embedded in a power En of a CM elliptic curve. For
subvarieties of general CM abelian varieties some technical conditions arise. This
makes a straightforward generalisation of our method of little interest.

For torsion anomalous varieties which are translates, the proof can be easily
adapted, while for nontranslates a new argument is needed. Indeed, in this last
case, the torsion anomalous variety is not transverse, but only weak-transverse in
its minimal variety, a condition which is not sufficient to use the sharp Bogomolov
bound.

The torsion varieties contained in V are already covered by the Manin–Mumford
conjecture, therefore we restrict ourselves to the V -torsion anomalous varieties
which are not torsion.

Theorem 7.1. Let E be a CM elliptic curve defined over a number field k and let
n> 1 be an integer. Denote by ktor a field of definition of all torsion points of E.

Let V � En be a weak-transverse variety. Let Y � V \B C � be a maximal
V -torsion anomalous variety which is not a torsion variety, and let BC� be minimal
for Y .

Set bDdim B, vDdim V and yDdim Y and assume that .n�b/>.v�y/.b�y/.
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Then for any � > 0, there exist constants depending only on En and � such that:

(1) If Y is a point, then

deg B��

�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

� .n�b/b
.n�b/�vb

C�
;

Oh.Y /�� .h.V /C deg V /
n�b

.n�b/�vb
C� Œktor.V / W ktor�

vb
.n�b/�vb

C�;

Œktor.Y / W ktor��� deg V .h.V /C deg V /
vb

.n�b/�vb
C� Œktor.V / W ktor�

n�b
.n�b/�vb

C�:

(2) If Y is a translate of positive dimension, then

deg B��

�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

� .n�b/.b�y/
.n�b/�.v�y/.b�y/

C�
;

h.Y /�� .h.V /C deg V /
n�b

.n�b/�.v�y/.b�y/
C� Œktor.V / W ktor�

.v�y/.b�y/
.n�b/�.v�y/.b�y/

C�;

deg Y �� deg V
�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

� .v�y/.b�y/
.n�b/�.v�y/

C�
:

(3) If Y is not a translate, then

deg B��

�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

� .b�y/.n�b/
.n�b/�.v�y/.b�y/

C�
;

h.Y /�� .h.V /C deg V /
.n�b/

.n�b/�.v�y/.b�y/
C�Œktor.V / W ktor�

.v�y/.b�y/
.n�b/�.v�y/.b�y/

C�;

deg Y �� deg V ..h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�/
.v�y/.b�y/

.n�b/�.v�y/.b�y/
C�:

In addition the torsion points � belong to a finite set.

Proof of Theorem 7.1, part (1). Let Y be a maximal V -torsion anomalous point
with BC � minimal for Y .

We proceed to bound deg B and, in turn, the height of Y and the degree of its
field of definition. To this aim we use the Lehmer bound in Theorem 2.8 and the
arithmetic Bézout theorem.

Let v D dim V and b D dim B. By Lemma 2.2, Y is a component of V \B0

where B0 is, like in the proof of Theorem 1.4, the zero component of the torsion
variety defined by the first v rows h1; : : : ; hv of the matrix of B. Then codim B0D v

and deg B0� .deg B/v=.n�b/.
We apply the arithmetic Bézout theorem to V \B0 to obtain

(23) Oh.Y /�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

Œktor.Y / W ktor�
.deg B/v=.n�b/:

Applying the Lehmer estimate in Theorem 2.8 to Y in BC �, instead, we have that
for every positive real �,

(24) Oh.Y /��
.deg B/1=b��

Œktor.Y / W ktor�1=bC�
:
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From (23) and (24), and for � small enough, we get the bound for deg B if
b > 1. If b D 1 we use Bézout’s theorem to bound the factor Œktor.Y / W ktor�

�

as
�
.deg B/.deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

��.
We then apply Bézout’s theorem in V \ B0 to bound Œktor.Y / W ktor� and the

arithmetic Bézout theorem in V \B0 to prove the bound for Oh.Y /. Finally, from
Proposition 3.5 it follows that the points � belong to a finite set of cardinality
effectively bounded. �

Proof of Theorem 7.1, part (2). Let Y DHCY0 be a maximal V -torsion anomalous
translate of positive dimension with minimal BC �; assume also that Y0 2H?.

We use the Lehmer bound and the arithmetic Bézout theorem to bound deg B

and, in turn, the height and the degree of H CY0. In view of Remark 2.4, without
loss of generality, we can assume that � D 0.

Let b D dim B, v D dim V and y D dim Y D dim H . Clearly v � y < n� b

because Y is torsion anomalous.
As before, by Lemma 2.2 we have that Y is a component of V \B0, where B0 is an

irreducible torsion variety with codim B0Dv�y and deg B0� .deg B/.v�y/=.n�b/:

Arguing as usual on the conjugates of H C Y0 over ktor.V /, we see that the
intersection V \B0 has at least Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor�=Œktor.V / W ktor� components.

We apply the arithmetic Bézout theorem to the intersection V \B0, obtaining

(25) h.H CY0/� .h.V /C deg V /.deg B/.v�y/=.n�b/ Œktor.V / W ktor�

Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor�
:

By Zhang’s inequality, Lemma 2.3 and (25), we deduce

(26) �.H CY0/D �.Y0/�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�.deg B/.v�y/=.n�b/

Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor� deg H
:

For the lower bound for �.Y0/, the proof follows the case of dim Y D 0. Let
H0DH?\B. By minimality of B we have that H0 is a torsion variety of minimal
dimension containing Y0, thus

dim H0 D dim H?C dim B � nD .n�y/C b� nD b�y:

As in Theorem 1.4, part (3), one can easily see that

(27) Œktor.Y0/ W ktor�� Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor� � #.H \H0/:

By the definition of H0, we have B DH CH0 and from [Masser and Wüstholz
1993, Lemma 1.2], we get

(28) #.H \H0/ deg B � deg H deg H0:
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In addition, H \H0 �H \H?, thus

(29) #.H \H0/� .deg H /2:

Applying Theorem 2.8 to Y0 in H0 we get that, for every positive real �,

(30) �.Y0/D Oh.Y0/��
.deg H0/

1=.b�y/��

Œktor.Y0/ W ktor�1=.b�y/C�
:

Combining (26) and (30), we have

.deg H0/
1=.b�y/��

Œktor.Y0/ W ktor�1=.b�y/C�
��

.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�.deg B/.v�y/=.n�b/

Œktor.H CY0/ W ktor� deg H
;

and hence, using (27)–(29) as in Theorem 1.4, part (3), we get the bound for deg B;
notice that if b�y > 1, the argument is in fact simpler, as we don’t need to deal
with the Œktor.Y0/ W ktor�

� term.
Having obtained a bound for deg B, the degree of H C Y0 can be bounded

by applying Bézout’s theorem to the intersection V \ B0 and using deg B0 �

deg B.v�y/=.n�b/. The bound for h.H C Y0/, instead, is derived from (25) and
the bound for deg B. Finally, from Proposition 3.5 we conclude that the points �
belong to a finite set of cardinality effectively bounded. �

Proof of Theorem 7.1, part (3). Assume that Y � V \ .BC �/ is not a translate.
If Y is transverse in B C �, the proof of Theorem 1.4, part (1) easily adapts

to this case as well, yielding the desired bounds; let us then assume that Y is not
transverse. Without loss of generality, we can assume � D 0 (see Remark 2.4).
Then Y is transverse in a translate H1CY0¨B, with Y0 2H?

1
and H1 of minimal

dimension.
We define H0 D B \H?

1
so that B DH1CH0 and

(31) deg B D deg.H1CH0/�
deg H1 deg H0

#.H1\H0/
:

We set yD dim Y , vD dim V , bD dim B, h1D dim H1 and h0D dim H0D b�h1.
Writing Y D Y1CY0, we have that Y1 �H1 is transverse in H1 because Y is

transverse in H1 C Y0, and Y0 � H0 is transverse in H0 because B is minimal
for Y .

By definition Y1 � H1 and Y0 2 H?
1

. From Lemma 2.3 and the definition of
essential minimum, we get

�.Y /D �.Y1/C Oh.Y0/:

As usual, the upper bound for �.Y / is obtained using the arithmetic Bézout
theorem in V \ B0 for some abelian variety B0 constructed by deleting v � y
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suitable rows from B. All conjugates of Y are components of same height in
V \B0. This gives

(32) �.Y /� .h.V /C deg V /.deg B/.v�y/=.n�b/ Œktor.V / W ktor�

deg Y Œktor.Y1CY0/ W ktor�
:

Moreover,

(33) Œktor.Y1CY0/ W ktor� #.H1\H0/� Œktor.Y0/ W ktor�

because for every � 2Gal.k tor=ktor/ which fixes Y1CY0, the difference �.Y0/�Y0

lies in H1\H0.
To obtain a lower bound for �.Y / we either apply the Bogomolov bound to Y1

in H1 or the Lehmer estimate to Y0 in H0. These give

(34)
.deg H1/

1=.h1�y/��

.deg Y /1=.h1�y/C�
�� �.Y1/� �.Y /

and

(35)
.deg H0/

1=h0��

Œktor.Y0/ W ktor�1=h0C�
��
Oh.Y0/� �.Y /:

We now relate the left-hand side to deg B. Notice that either

(i) .deg B/.h1�y/=.b�y/ < deg H1

or

(ii) .deg B/h0=.b�y/
�

deg H0

#.H1\H0/
:

Indeed if (i) and (ii) were both false, then

deg B D .deg B/
h1�y

b�y
C

h0
b�y >

deg H1 deg H0

#.H1\H0/
;

which contradicts (31).
Assume that (i) holds. Then (32), (34), (i) and the fact that n�b>.v�y/�.b�y/

give the bound

deg B��

�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

� .b�y/.n�b/
.n�b/�.v�y/.b�y/

C�
;

where, if h1�y D 1, the factor .deg Y /� has been removed by applying Bézout’s
theorem to Y in V \B and changing �.

Assume that (ii) holds. Then (32), (35) (ii), the fact that n� b > .v�y/.b�y/

and (33) give the bound

deg B��

�
.h.V /C deg V /Œktor.V / W ktor�

� .b�y/.n�b/
.n�b/�.v�y/.b�y/

C�
;
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where, if h0 D 1 the dependence on Œktor.Y0/ W ktor� can be removed using (33),
bounding Œktor.Y / W ktor� as Œktor.V / W ktor� deg V deg B by the Bézout theorem
applied to Y in V \B and observing that

#.H1\H0/� #.H1\H?1 /� .deg H1/
2
� .deg Y /2h1 � .deg V deg B/2h1

because, since Y1 is transverse in H1, we have H1 D Y1 C � � � C Y1 (h1 times),
from which deg H1� .deg Y /h1 .

So we have bounded deg B. We obtain the bounds for deg Y and h.Y / applying
respectively the Bézout Theorem and the arithmetic Bézout theorem to the intersec-
tion Y � V \B0. Finally, Proposition 3.5 guarantees that the points � belong to a
finite set of cardinality effectively bounded. �
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